
00:04:50 Brian Kelly: Tinyurl for https://tinyurl.com/undistance
00:05:40 Anna Nacher: framapad 1 https://annuel2.framapad.org/p/(un)distance
00:06:01 Anna Nacher: framapd 2 https://annuel2.framapad.org/p/(un)distanceBIS
00:06:53 Johannah: our twitter hashtag for this event is #undistance
00:07:44 Johannah: Try this: https://annuel2.framapad.org/p/(un)distance
00:07:57 Alan Sondheim: There seems to be an image with me? I'd rather not have that.
00:09:52 Anna Nacher: Alan, all participants who are not presenting, are not allowed the video mode :-)
00:12:56 Johannah: it must be Kirill’s new hair cut!
00:13:06 Deena Larsen: And his refrigerator
00:13:38 Johannah: Always the refrigerator.  I’ve heard it say some interesting things.
00:14:18 Andrew Klobucar: Begin the beginning
00:14:25 Anastasia Salter: They are leaving pub audio and heading over :)
00:15:12 Anna Nacher: Pub audio is addictive :-)
00:15:34 Agnieszka Przybyszewska: Yes @Anna, but we can come in really without a sound
00:15:44 Waliya Yohanna:Hi @Deena
00:15:58 Waliya Yohanna:Hi Anna Nacher
00:17:00 Deena Larsen: Sign up for the ELO salon list at https://tinyurl.com/ELOsalonlist as we are doing 
monthly little salons where someone hosts a month and explores a topic. 
00:18:48 Anna Nacher: we ask all participants who are not presenting to switch off their cameras :-) Thank 
you!
00:19:24 Deena Larsen: Disappearing into Framapad--welcome to chaotic indpepth discussion!
00:19:26 Johannah: you can post all of your long winded questions on twitter with the hashtag 
#undistance
00:19:40 Anna Nacher: links to framapad again framapad 1 https://annuel2.framapad.org/p/(un)distance 
framapd 2 https://annuel2.framapad.org/p/(un)distanceBIS
00:19:55 Johannah: If you have not yet tried the framapad, make sure you have that window open during
the call.
00:20:23 Johannah: this is a unique moment for collaborative writing!
00:22:05 annie: Yes go go rewriting feed our thoughts
00:23:01 Anna Nacher: don’t hesitate to ask short questions here in the chat and leave longer comments to 
write in framapad
00:24:20 Kathy McTavish:I love this
00:24:40 Johannah: I think it may be as a result of the zoom settings
00:24:42 Lyle Skains: audio sharing is a different thing on zoo
00:24:44 Lyle Skains: m
00:24:56 Anastasia Salter: Make sure the "share computer audio" button is checked when you share screen
00:24:57 Leonardo Flores: It’s not an ELO conference without some technical difficulties!
00:25:07 Deena Larsen: Undistancing depends on technology. and our panel fully embraces tech difficulties!
00:25:15 Alex Saum: Zoom does not really work well with audio and video streaming, I have had to open 
the audio in a different screen
00:25:29 annie: sorry audience is without video - you can be active in the framapad
00:25:37 Andrew Klobucar: This is exciting… Are we asked to write into the framepad?
00:25:58 Matthew Mosher: Annie you’re muted
00:25:59 Andrew Klobucar: I’ve had problems with audio sharing
00:26:02 Deena Larsen: Yes please join in at https://annuel2.framapad.org/p/(un)distance
00:26:11 Andrew Klobucar: But it is definitely your computer not providing the audio
00:26:12 Anna Nacher: we’re exploring zoom’s not yet discovered affordances to (un)distance us and the 
content we’re supposed to watch
00:26:29 Deena Larsen: The point is that we can continue with our thoughts even in the midst of chaos
00:26:40 Andrew Klobucar: There we go
00:26:55 Anna Nacher: chaos is the fertile ground of creativity
00:26:55 Anastasia Salter: No different than the audio problems we have in classrooms and hotel conference 
centers :)
00:27:09 Mel Stanfill: @Anastasia so true
00:27:15 Deena Larsen: With simultaneous voices and contributions
00:27:21 Johannah: with less giggling
00:27:35 Leonardo Flores: Turn it up to 11!
00:28:14 Kirill Azernyi: Opening an e-lit piece is always a surprise : ) Love this 
00:28:35 Johannah: #gushing
00:28:38 Anna Nacher: https://vimeo.com/373025686. you can see this work yourself as well
00:28:48 Johannah: Thanks, Anna!
00:28:59 Jeremy Hight: how has your sense of distance and its collapse and/or expansion shifted not in 
materiality but in the experiential and sense of self in these difficult times?



00:29:32 Kirill Azernyi: a monumental work
00:29:33 Anna Nacher: Thanks, Jeremy for this question!
00:30:08 Andrew Klobucar: Astounding.
00:31:10 Anna Nacher: Just in case, here’s Eugenio’s work: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kL5O5whaZ5iiuUogNa4Li_QvtyRK0Nln/view
00:32:05 Mark Marino: we did a reading of the code from Eugenio's project here: 
http://wg20.criticalcodestudies.com/index.php?p=/discussion/61/week-1-amazon-html-by-euguenio-tisselli
00:32:39 Anna Nacher: Thank you, Mark for the link!
00:36:58 Andrew Klobucar: Numbers with their promise of singularity - distance solved as a problem 
we never really had
00:37:00 Kathy McTavish:meaningful, poetic use of code … I love this
00:37:11 Andrew Klobucar: beautiful
00:37:28 Anna Nacher: as Annie’s said, the questions will be asked after all presentations
00:37:30 Jan de Weille: Super presentation
00:37:35 Johannah: Thank you, Eugenio!
00:37:38 RODOLFO MATA: Parabéns Eugenio!
00:37:50 Anna Nacher: Thank you for all the insights and reactions here
00:37:52 Deena Larsen: The framapads are becoming two different texts--in a way like Aaron REed's 
Subcutanean4
00:38:21 Eugenio Tisselli: Obrigado! Gracias, Thank you
00:39:18 Misha Rabinovich: Runway’s cool
00:39:55 Anna Nacher: We can handle questions in different languages, as you probably guessed :-)
00:39:58 Deena Larsen: Here is a playlist of all videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=NJlBEKoS0k8&list=PLvuFFZW6XT0Rhe-
00:41:17 Alex Saum: Wow
00:41:20 Tina Escaja: nice!!!
00:41:46 Andrew Klobucar: A dance with code
00:41:50 Kathy McTavish:great
00:41:51 Mark Marino: wonderful 
00:41:51 Deena Larsen: interesting to think of dance, language, and movement as code and again as 
communication
00:41:58 Johannah: Thank you, Renee!
00:42:13 Erik Loyer: So much amazing work in this session!
00:42:39 Deena Larsen: YEs please chime in your reactions in https://annuel2.framapad.org/p/
(un)distanceBIS
00:42:49 Leonardo Flores: I find it difficult to take my eyes off this Zoom screen to be able to read and interact 
in Framapad.
00:42:54 Anna Nacher: Please share your reflections in framapad, you can strat writing anywhere in the text 
links to framapad again framapad 1 https://annuel2.framapad.org/p/(un)distance?
fbclid=IwAR1N1ukdNgWgTlSzllkQMdSBT84GZW2-Q37yqqYHQGH2_iNoYGgIIYRgHGo 
framapd 2 https://annuel2.framapad.org/p/(un)distanceBIS
00:43:37 Anna Nacher: writing in framapad collectively is as pleasant an experience as it is watching these 
gorgeous artworks
00:45:55 Anna Nacher: Framed 1 documents are preparation for this panel and writing there you’re really 
becoming the part of it
00:46:16 Anna Nacher: framapad 1 (correction)
00:47:47 Misha Rabinovich: so you have to hack it :)
00:49:15 Andrew Klobucar: Thank you Kirill
00:49:26 Deena Larsen: from framapad Eugenio--how do you feel about all of the possible interpretations of 
your work? Do you bridge the distances between these interpretations?
00:49:31 Søren Pold: Amazing work from all of the panelists!
00:49:51 Alex Saum: Really GREAT work, thank you for sharing. Very inspiring
00:49:55 Deena Larsen: from framapad to Kirill you range from a paucity/absence of text to a 
plethora/presence of text--how do you see meanings in the multi voices and in the silence?
00:51:33 Deena Larsen: from framapad to Renee 
00:53:01 Andrew Klobucar: Renee interacts as a cyborg
00:53:40 Renee Carmichael: one that feels ;)
00:54:35 Johannah: “Numbers with their promise of singularity - distance solved as a problem we never 
really had” —Andrew Klobucar
00:54:48 Jan de Weille: I8s there a Euginio fanclub?
00:54:51 Andrew Klobucar: Yes - that’s a good interpretation
00:55:00 Johannah: @jan I believe we are in it!
00:55:01 Anna Nacher: Thank you, Johannah :-)



00:55:06 Andrew Klobucar: YES!!
00:55:29 Andrew Klobucar: Good reference to Wittgenstein.
00:55:32 Johannah: There is no question. (this is Eugenio’s answer)
00:55:54 Johannah: Or, perhaps more correctly: There WAS no question.
00:56:58 Anna Nacher: @Johannah. this is to (un)distance answers from questions
00:57:17 Johannah: Can literature ever stop talking? (Krill)
00:57:23 Deena Larsen: from framapad:
00:57:25 Deena Larsen: uestion to Kyrill from Søren: I'm really thrilled by the way you use - and mystify - 
standard software like MS Office. How does this relate to your text? And do you know older examples like Adrian 
Ward's work Auto-Illustrator?
00:58:10 Leonardo Flores: Kirill, you may enjoy The Black Book (aka Black Friday) by Jean Keller: 
https://www.lulu.com/shop/jean-keller/the-black-book/paperback/product-21008894.html
00:58:20 Tina Escaja: between signified and signifier is e-lit. The place of silence? the words are hidden in 
these projects… or “manipulated”-dismantled… Is this literature? ;)
00:58:35 Andrew Klobucar: Silence is terrifying…
00:58:46 Johannah: …only in space.
00:58:48 Anna Nacher: Silence is comforting…
00:59:15 Perla Sasson-Henry: Silence leads to exploration and revealing ….
00:59:19 Johannah: I agree with Kyrill re: silence! being a problematic issue in literature.
00:59:55 Andrew Klobucar: We know the ellipse doesn’t signify silence very well
01:00:05 Johannah: So noisy!
01:00:29 Johannah: Here is the link to the Framapad: https://annuel2.framapad.org/p/(un)distance
01:00:40 Joellyn J Rock: Please type that Annie? Where is this moving?
01:00:56 Anna Nacher: To framapad
01:01:00 Johannah: We will move to Framapad: https://annuel2.framapad.org/p/(un)distance
01:01:01 Deena Larsen: We are moving into the Framapad--follow the link and start typing
01:01:12 Deena Larsen: It is fascinating to see the strings of text in the silence
01:01:29 Mel Stanfill: I will wait to close the call until everyone leaves
01:01:34 Mel Stanfill: so people can get the link if needed
01:01:49 Deena Larsen: WE can keep the chat here for those with questions that do not fit in framapad
01:01:57 Mel Stanfill: ok that works
01:06:29 Deena Larsen: https://annuel2.framapad.org/p/(un)distance


